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1. INTROIMJCTION 
Let x= {P,, . ..) Py} be a set of s distinct points in Pq: k an algebraically 
closed field, and let I be the delining ideal of X in the polynomial ring 
R = k[X,,, . . . . X,,]. 
We denote by A the homogeneous coordinate ring of X, 
A = R/f = @ ;“= 0A ,. We say, following Geramita and Orecchia [G--O,], 
that the points P,, . . . . P, arc in generic position if the Hilbert function 
HA(t) : = dim,A, satisfies 
H,(t)=min 1.6 (“l’)} for all 220. 
It is well known that A is a Cohen-Macaulay one-dimensional graded 
k-algebra whose Cohen- Macaulay type T(A) is defined as the k-dimension 
of the so& of an artinian reduction of A. 
Let d be the least integer such that sd (“i”) and let LE RI be a non-zero 
divisor on A. If B = @ ,“= 0B, denote the graded artinian ring B : = A/LA, 
then the socle of B is the k-vector space (I, L) : R,/(Z, L) which we denote 
by s(B). Since H,,(I) = 0 for all t > d, we have r(B) =dim, So+ 
dim, s(% , , But So = Bd, hence we need to compute dim, s( B)d. , . 
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Since s(B), , is the kernel of the linear transformation 
cp: B,- , + Hom,( B, , Bd) 
which is induced by the multiplication of B, it is clear that 
dim, S(B)<, 1 b dim, B,- , - (dim, B, ‘dim, Bd). 
The Cohen Macaulay type conjecture made by L. G. Roberts in [R] is 
that for a general set of points in generic position in P”, we have 
dim, .s(B)~ , = max{O, dim, B, , - 17 ‘dim, B,), 
This conjecture was verified in P2 in [G-M] and, when n > 2, for special 
values of s in [RI, [G -G--R], and [G-O,]. 
In this paper we verify the conjecture in its wide generality. Our point of 
view is to consider the field K which is obtained by adjoining to k new 
indeterminates { I(+}, i= 1, . . . . s and .j= 0, . . . . n. Then we prove that the 
points Y,, . . . . P, with homogeneous coordinates P, := (uIo, . . . . u,,) are in 
generic position in Pi and verify the Cohen-Macaulay type conjccturc. 
Since this is equivalent to the fact that a certain matrix, whose entries are 
monomials in the u,,‘s, is of maximal rank, our result proves, by specializa- 
tion, that almost every set of s points in Pi which are in generic position 
verifies the Cohen Macaulay type conjecture. 
2. MAIN RESUI.I 
Let k be an algebraically closed field and let (u;,}, i = 1, . . . . s, J’= 0, . ..) n, 
be a set of indeterminates over k. Let K be the field obtained by adjoining 
these indeterminates to k. 
Let X= {P,, . . . . P,F} be the set of the K-rational points in aPi whose 
coordinates are given by Pi : = (u,, . . . . uirl). If we denote by R the polyno- 
mial ring K[x,, . . . . x,] and by I the defining ideal of X in R, then A : = R/I 
is the homogeneous coordinate ring of A’. The ring A is a K-graded 
algebra whose Hiibert function H,(t) is defined as H,(t) := dim, A, = 
dim,(R,;l,). 
In the following we consider a total order < on the set of monomials of 
R which is sensitive to the degree. This means that r < /I whenever 
deg CI < deg 8. We thus get in a canonical way an order on the monomials 
in k[u,, . . . . u,,,] for every i= 1, . . . . s : ~2 ... ~2 corresponds to A’$ . ..A’?. 
Further, if z is a monomial in k[u,], it is clear that 3 = V, ... V,, where VT 
1s a monomial m Us),..., u~,~. Hence we get an induced order on the 
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monomials of k[u,] by letting LX = Vi ... V, > /? = W, ... W, if for some 
i = 1, . ..) s- 1 we have V, = W,, . . . . Vi= Wj, and V,+r > Wj+l. 
If F is an homogeneous polynomial of degree t in R, we can write 
F = xi cliMi where CAKE K and M, > M, > .. . > M, are the monomials of 
degree t in R. Hence FE I if and only if xi a,M,(Pj) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . . s. 
Thus, if we let aV : = MJP,) and p : = rank(q), it is clear that 
for all t 3 0. 
The size of the matrix (aQ) is s x ( *T ‘) and we claim that it has maximal 
rank, namely 
The claim can be proved in the following way. If for example we assume 
s < (“i ‘) and consider the s x s minor of (Q) involving the first s columns, 
then its determinant D is not zero since D =C, (- l)sgno a,,,~,~ ...Lz~,,(,) 
and it is clear that, according to the order we have defined, a,, ui2 . . . ass > 
al,,(l) . . . b(s) for every 0 # id. The same if s > (“z ‘). 
In this way we get a complete description of the Hilbert function of A, 
namely 
HJt)=min {3, (‘lt)} for all t20. 
It turns out that the points P,, . . . . P, are in generic position, and this 
gives a very easy proof that almost every set of s points in P; (k infinite) 
is in generic position (see [G-O,]). 
Now let d be the least integer such that s < (‘t “); then d is also the least 
integer such that H,(d) = s. 
Hence, if B = @ ZEO B, denotes the graded artinian ring B : = A/X, A = 
R/(I, X0), the socle s(B) = (I/X0) : R,/(I, X,,) is concentrated in degrees d 
and d- 1. Also we get dim,B,=dim,s(B),=s-(“+$‘), and dim,B,-, 
=(“:dy’). We let q:= (nid;2), p:= (“+:-I), and S:= K[x,, . . ..x.]. 
THEOREM. Under the above assumptions and notations we have 
dim,s(B),-, =max(O, q+np-ns}. 
Proof We consider in R = K[X,, . . . . X,,] the order I defined on 
monomials of the same degree by 
XT.. .x2 > Igo.. . xbn” 
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if the first nonzero entry of the vector (a(, - ho: . . . . a, - h,,) is negative. For 
example, we have the following chain of monomials in degree say m: 
xy>x; Ix,, .,>x;-2x;-1> ... >x,,,l..., >A/; ‘x,, 2 
m - 2 >x,, x, ,x,. *> .‘. >x,x; ‘> ... >x,x;;‘- ‘>X;;l. 
This order induces a total order on the monomials of S also; hence we 
let M, > M, > . > M, be the monomials of degree d- 1 in S. 
Now it is clear that So , = [(I, X0) : R,il(XO)Ijd-. , . hence So- ,z 
[(I? X”) k S,l, I as K-vector spaces. Let N, > N, > ... > NJ> be the 
monomials of degree d in R containing X0. 
If FESd , and FS, E (I, A’,), we can write 
Y 
F= c riMi, B,E K 
and we can find elements /?,i~ K, i= 1, . . . . p, r = 1, . . . . n, such that 
X,F+ i /?,;Ni~I, for all r = 1. . . . . n. 
,=I 
If we let u,, : = M,(P,) and h, : = Ni( P,), we get a system of homogeneous 
equations 
X,F(P,) : Ujr i -I,u,,+ f: P,ibu=O, 
i; I I=1 
r = 1: . . . . n and j = I, . . . . s. 
The matrix associated to the above system is an ns x (4 + np) matrix 
which we write as in Scheme 1. 
X,,FCP,) 
X, F(P,) 
*lI~ln~~~*yl~ln h,, . ..b., 
0 h,, ...bpi I 0 
*IIull ...*,,lull 0 ‘.. / h,,..,b,,, 
a,2t~2n~~~ay2*~zn h,2...hp2 0 . ..I 
0 b,J,.,b,;! i 0 
ulzuzl ~~~a,+~~, 0 ... b,1...b,,3 
: : : 
alsusn ... ayr4, b,,..,b,, 0 
0 b,:..b,, 0 
(‘l.%U,I a+7 u.$~ 0 h,,..~h,.r 
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Claim. This matrix has maximal rank given by the minor involving all 
the last np columns (note that ns > np; in fact, s >p by the minimality 
of d). 
First we prove that the claim gives the conclusion. In fact if we consider 
our matrix as the matrix associated to a morphism of K-vector spaces 
then we get a diagram 
where rc is the projection on the first q factors. Now it is clear by the 
preceeding discussion that rc maps ker cp onto s(B)~-~. On the other 
hand, the maximal rank given by that particular minor implies rc 1 ker ‘p 
is injective. Hence we get dim, So- 1 = dim, rc(ker q) = dim, ker cp = 
max(O, q + np - ns). 
Proof of the Claim. We consider two cases: 
Case ns<q+np. If we let t=s-p, we get t>O and q>nt. We prove 
that the ns x ns matrix M shown in Scheme 2, which is obtained by deleting 
the columns corresponding to CX,~ + i, . . . . LX,, has nonzero determinant. 
SCHEME 2 
XnF(Ps) 
XI F(PJ 
a, “. %, 
allUln~~~anrlUln 
I a+h an12U2n 
I a12uz1 . adZI 
. . 
Bl,...Pl, 
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We recall that if M= (m,,) is a square matrix of siLe say L’, an M-product 
is an element (-I)‘*“” m,,,,, ...mun,l), where rr is a permutation of 
{ 1,2, . ..? c}. Thus det M is the sum of the M-products. 
Now let D = det M; since every entry of the row corresponding to 
XiF(fi) is a monomial of degree d in uJ,, . . . . ujn, every M-product is a 
monomial 7 = V, ... V,, where, for every j= 1, . . . . 3. V, is a monomial of 
degree nd in uio, . . . . u],,. 
We prove that D # 0 by checking that there exists an M-product which 
is greater, in the given order on the monomials of k[u,,], than any other 
M-product which does not cancel out in the presentation of D. 
We denote by M, the submatrix of M corresponding to the first nr 
columns and by M,{ that corresponding to the last tzp. 
We have two important remarks. 
1. Every M-product which, inside M,, involves two rows corre- 
sponding to the same point, can be deleted. This is clear since for every 
1 djds and every 1 dkcibn, 
UI,U,, “’ un,,u,, 
u VU/k . . . unr~~.~k 
is a matrix of rank one. Hence such an M-product cancels out in the 
presentation of D. 
2. If 7 is an M-product which, inside M, and for some 1 6 id n, 
involves fewer than t rows corresponding to the variable Xi, then 2~ =0. 
For example, if 7, inside M,, involves ti rows corresponding to X,, with 
c < I, then, inside M,J, 7 involves s - c rows corresponding to X,. Since 
s - t‘ > s - t = p, this implies ;’ = 0. 
Thus if 7 is an M-product which is not 0, then 7: inside M,, involves 
exactly t rows corresponding to each variable X,, . . . . X,. 
According to the above rules, WC consider the M-product ;’ which is 
obtained using the correspondence 
%i H x,8 t; I ,F(P,) 
h/tf ( ;;;;‘,,, ifj<(n-i)t ifj> (n - i)f 
where u is the least intcgcr >(i;t). 
In other words, we associate to the columns r,, . . . . 2, the rows X,F(P,), . . . . 
X,,F(P,), to the columns x,+ ,, . . . . CY.~, thc’rows X,, ,F(P,, i), . . . . X,- , i;(P?,). 
and so on up to the columns CX,~ I b I , I ) ‘..> ~,,r to which we associate the 
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rows X, F(P, _ 1J f+ r), . . . . X,F(P,,). As for the remaining n - 1 rows corre- 
sponding to each point P,, . . . . P,,, we choose in M,, starting from the top, 
the first admissible nonzero entry on the left. At this point we are left with 
the rows corresponding to the last s - nt points and the last p - (n - 1) t = 
s- nt columns in each vertical section of 44,. Hence we can choose, for 
x,F(p,,+~h . . . . XIJ’(P,,+~), the columns Pn,cn-l)r+ly -.., PL+~)~+I~ for 
JWV’nt+2)~ .. . . J3’(L+J, the columns Pn,+l,t+2p . . . . Bl,cn-1,t+2y and 
so on up to X,F(P,,+,-,I , . . . . ) X1 F(P,,+,-.,), for which we choose the 
columns Pn,+l)t+s--nr=Pnp, . . . . Pl,cn-l,r+s-nl=Plp. 
It is not difficult to see that we have y = I/, ... V,, where 
i 
Vj=aiiuj,._,+,b4_:ib~-” if 1 <i<nt 
Vi = b;- f, i ifnt+l<i<s. 
Since in each horizontal section of A4 we have 
SCHEME 3 
aliui,, > ..’ > an,,u,,>b,,>b,i> ..’ >b,;.. 
v ” v v 
. . . . 0 
XI Wi) aliuil > ..I > an,,u, 
it is clear that the monomial y is greater than any other M-product which 
does not cancel out. 
Case 12s > q + np. First we remark that it is sufficient o prove the result 
for the smallest s such that (” + d- ‘) < s < (“z “) and TZS 2 q + np. For such 
s we let as before t =s-p and m =nt - 420, then m < n (otherwise, 
nt - q > 12 implies ns - np - q 2 n, hence n(s - 1) 2 q + np, a contradiction). 
We prove that if we delete the rows corresponding to X,F(P,), . . . . 
X,F(P,), we get a square matrix N whose determinant is nonzero. 
As before we denote by N, and NB respectively the “a-part” and “P-part” 
of N. 
It is clear that the first rule does not change, while the second one should 
be read in the following way. 
Each N-product which is not zero involves, inside N,, exactly t rows 
corresponding to each variable X,, . . . . X, + I and t - 1 rows corresponding 
to each variable X,,,, . . . . X1. 
Note that t(n - m) + m( t - 1) = q. 
According to this remark, we consider the N-product y which is deter- 
mined in the following way. 
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We associate to the columns x, , . . . . 2, the rows X,F( P, ), . . . . X,,F( P,), 
to the columns LX, + , , . . . . x2, the rows X, , F(P, f ,), . . . . X,, , F( P2,), and 
so on up to the columns x,,~ ..m 1, I+ ,, . . . . x+,~,,, to which we associate 
the rows X,,,. ,F(P~n-m-l~,+,) ,..., Xm+lF(Pin_.,,,). Then we are left in 
N, with y - (n - m)t = m(t - 1) columns. Hence we associate to the 
columns rcn m) I , I) ...? the rows x,,,F(P,, ,,?) t+ , h -., 
XmF(P,n- tn)r+r ,), to the’&lImns( zin In) I+ I) ‘.‘j X(n nr)r+Zl 2 the rows 
X,,, , F(f’(,, ) tn) I I I 3 ...9 X,, . . . . F(P,,,-,,,,r,..2), and so on up to the 
columns r,(,, m) , (m l)l (m I)+ 1 t ...1 X,(,, m) cm, ,n = x to which we 
associate the rows X, F( P,(,, _ m)+(m-,)r-(m+l)+l))1 ‘..> X&q). 
As for the remaining n-m - 1 rows corresponding to P, and the 
remaining n - 1 rows corresponding to each point P,, . . . . P,, we choose in 
N,, starting from the top, the first admissible nonzcro entry on the left. 
In this way we involved each variable X,,, . . . . X,+, t times in N,, hence 
q - r times in N,j; as for X,,, . . . . X, they have been involved t - 1 times in 
IV,, hence q - (t - 1) - 1 = q - t times in N, (note that the rows corre- 
sponding to the point P, do not involve X,,, . . . . X,). 
Thus WC are left with the rows corresponding to the last s-q points and 
with the last p - (q - t) = S- q columns in each vertical section of N,j. 
Hence we can choose for X,, F( P, + , )> .. . . X, F(P,, ,) the columns 
/j,,,q. ,,. ,, . . . . Bl.y..,+l, for X,FtP,., 2), . . . . X,F(P,, 2) the columns 
L- l-+23 ...9 /A,, I I-23 and so on up to X,,F(P,+ <... ,,), . . . . X,F(P, + , ‘,) for 
which we choose the columns p,,(, ,+ ,~ =P,L,“? ...? A., , t r--y=PI.I’. 
As before it is clear that the monomial i: is bigger than any other 
N-product which does not cancel out. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
3. THE CASE d = 2 
It is clear that the proof of the theorem does not identify in some 
concrete geometric or algebraic way the nonempty Zariski open set 
U,., c (Pi)’ where the Cohen-Macaulay type takes its minimal value. 
Hence the following result could be of some interest. 
We recall that a set of points {P,, . . . . P,$} in Pi is said to be in general 
position if no subset of n + 1 points lies on an hyperplane. For example, it 
is well known that, if V is a reduced irreducible nondegeneratc variety in 
Ipr of dimension d and degree s and L is a generic linear subspace of 
dimension n = m-d in P;, then the section I/n L consists of .F points in 
general position in L z Pi. 
PROPOSITION. Let {P,, . . . . P,} in [Pi he u set of points in generic and 
gcncvxl position. If n + 1 < s < (n l ‘), then $A ) = s - n - I. 
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ProoJ: We have HA(O) = 1, H,(l) = n + 1, H,(2) = s, hence if L is a 
linear form which is a non-zero divisor modulo I and we let B : = A/LA = 
R/(I, L), then we get HB(0) = 1, HB(l) = n, H,(2) =s-n - 1. Thus, we 
must show that the socle of B is concentrated in degree 2. 
We may choose homogeneous coordinates in P” so that 
P,:= (LO, . ..) O), P, : = (0, 1, 0, . ..) O), . ..) P,:= (0, 0, . ..) 1). 
Let FE R, and FR, & (1, L); then we can write, for i = 0, . . . . n, 
XiF= G,+ H,L, 
where Gic I, H,E R,. This gives us a system of homogeneous equations 
&F(P,) = L(P,) H,(P,), i = 0, . . . . n, j = 0, . . . . n. 
Now it is clear that Hi = Cs= ,, H,(Pj) X, = a,X, if we let cli : = F( P,)/L( Pi) 
for all i. 
It follows that 
X,(F- a,L) E I for i = 0, . . . . n. 
Since the points are in general position and s > n + 1, we can find a new 
point, say Q, such that Q : = (Do, . . . . p,) with pi # 0 for all i. Hence 
F(Q)=a,L(Q) for all i=O, . . . . n. This implies ctiL(Q) = ol,L( Q), hence 
ai= aj for all i and j. Thus F- a,L E I: R, = I, and FE (1, L) as wanted. 
We remark that in the above proposition we cannot delete any of the 
assumptions. 
For example, if P,= (LO, 0), P, = (0, LO), P, = (0, 0, l), and 
P, = (1, 1, 0), then the Hilbert function of A is HA(O) = 1, H,(l) = 3, 
H,(2) = 4; hence the points are in generic position in P2. But if z(A) = 1 
then this set of points should be the complete intersection of two tonics, a 
contradiction to the fact that P,, P,, and P, are on the same line. 
On the other hand, if we take six points on an irreducible conic in P2, 
then this set of points is in general position. Since they are the complete 
intersection of the given conic with a cubic, we have z(A) = 1 while 
s-n-1=3. 
Finally, in [G-M] an example is given of 12 points in P2 which are in 
generic and uniform position but which do not verify the expected value for 
the type (see [G-M], Example 4.1). 
Remark. A different proof of the above proposition can be found in 
[L2], where the Cohen-Macaulay type conjecture is proved also in case 
s=( d-A+n) + 1 and the points are in general position. 
For further interesting results on this topic see also [Lr]. 
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